
 

Executive Summary 

Hubbis is delighted to report that we hosted a remarkably successful inaugural one-day 
Family Office Forum in Singapore on February 9th, 2023, in exclusive partnership with 
Eton Solutions.

The event was sub-titled ‘Creating & Operating a Modern, Efficient and Fit-for-Purpose 
Family Office’ and will bring together speakers and attendees from Single-Family 
Offices, Multi-Family Offices, private banks, independent wealth firms, trustees, lawyers, 
accountants, consultants, immigration specialists, regulators and other experts from the 
wider family office and wealth management ecosystem. 

The core mission of the event was to expand the conversation around the objectives, 
practicalities, and challenges of establishing family offices, and then operating them as 
efficiently and cost-effectively as possible. 

The event was held in exclusive partnership with Eton Solutions, a leading software and 
services company specializing in customized solutions for HNW and UHNW families. 
It was also timed to coincide with the official opening of their International HQ, based 
in Singapore, which is spearheading the firm’s international expansion across the Asia 
Pacific, the Middle East and Europe. 

And Eton also took the opportunity of telling delegates about their brand new 
Administrative Family Office platform, which brings institutional-level technology, 
services and solutions to any size of family office. 

The event featured 5 presentations, a keynote address, 2 panel discussions and, in the 
afternoon, a series of 4 interactive workshops on a variety of key topics.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

Setting up a family office - What are the actual challenges and consequences of having a 
family office?

The first panel discussion of the day saw a remarkable array of expertise assemble to consider some or all the 
following questions: 

Why do you want a family office, and how do you go about deciding on the location and the structure? How do 
trusts link to or complement the family office? What are the key regulatory and tax issues to consider? How do you 
create and then manage the family and corporate ‘governance’ aspects? How do you bring in/hire the right talent 
and what is the right balance between family and external experts? Who is creating the family offices of today and 
tomorrow and what are the different nuances, for example between sponsors/founders from Europe, the US, SE 
Asia, North Asia? How do you assemble the right external legal, accounting, fiduciary, banking, IT/FinTech and other 
expertise? How long should it all take to get fully up and running from initial inception?

Article - Setting up a Family Office – Issues, Challenges & Solutions

Kevin Hayes
President, Eton Solutions

Tan Woon Hum
Partner, Head of Trust, Asset & Wealth Management Practice, Shook Lin & Bok

Roxanne Davies
Partner of Proprietary Capital Holdings

Dr. Silvio Struebi
Partner, Simon-Kucher Global Strategy Consultancy

John Shoemaker
Registered Foreign Lawyer, Butler Snow

Carolyn Leng
Managing Director, Bordier & Cie
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How to Structure and Operate a Family Office Efficiently and Successfully?

When you establish and then operate a family office, what are the key elements to consider and then get right? 
What is the right structure, staffing and what do you handle in-house and what do you outsource? How do you 
select your vendors and partners? These were some of the key questions addressed by experts at the second 
panel discussion of the remarkably successful one-day Hubbis Family Office Forum in Singapore on February 9. 

Article - How do you Run a Family Office Efficiently and Successfully?

Bryan Henning
SVP, Head of International, Eton Solutions

Andrew Hull
Chief Executive, Todd Family Office

Bryan Goh
Chief Executive Officer, Chief Investment Officer, Tsao Family Office

Spencer Hsu
Associate Partner, Private Tax Services, Ernst & Young Advisory

Vikna Rajah
Head Tax & Trust, Co-Head Private Wealth, Rajah & Tann

Lucia Luchetti
Head of Trusts, Equiom Singapore
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PRESENTATIONS

Event Presentation - Future-Focused Family Offices – Challenges for Sponsors and 
Opportunities for the Wealth Industry

Dr Silvio Struebi
Partner, Simon-Kucher Global Strategy Consultancy
Article - Future-Focused Family Offices – Challenges for Sponsors and Opportunities for the Wealth Industry

Event Presentation - Transforming a Family Office to Reimagine the Value it Delivers: 
Lessons learned by a Family Office Founder

Robert Mallernee
Co-founder and CEO, Eton Solutions
Article - Invaluable Family Office Formation and Operation Lessons Learned by a Family Office Founder

Event Presentation - Issues & Challenges around Family Office CRS Reporting – Private 
Wealth Legal Expert Zac Lucas Opines

Zac Lucas
Partner, Spencer West
Article - Issues & Challenges around Family Office CRS Reporting – Private Wealth Legal Expert Zac Lucas Opines

Event Presentation - Regulatory Developments and Operational Implications for Singapore-
based Family Offices

Spencer Hsu
Associate Partner, Private Tax Services, EY 

Event Presentation - Cost effective Reporting, Operations and Governance for Start Up 
Family Offices

Satyen Patel
Executive Chairman, Eton Solutions

Bryan Henning
SVP, Head of International, Eton Solutions
Article - Eton Solutions Launches its ‘Revolutionary’ Administrative Family Office
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WORKSHOPS

Workshop - Setting up a Family Office and Creating Governance through Digitalisation

Robert Mallernee
Co-founder and CEO, Eton Solutions

Stuart Guidry
Director - Platform Consultant, Eton Solutions

Workshop - The Fine Art & Science of Delivering Institutional-grade Technology Solutions 
and Practices for Family Offices of all Sizes

Nimish Soni
Chief Operating Officer, Eton Solutions 
Article - The Fine Art & Science of Delivering Institutional-grade Technology Solutions and Practices for 
Family Offices of all Sizes

Workshop - The Family Office or the Investment Office Trust? Leading Private Client
Lawyer Zac Luc Elucidates

Zac Lucas
Partner, Spencer West
Article - The Family Office or the Investment Office Trust? Leading Private Client Lawyer Zac Luc Elucidates

Workshop - Managing Technology Challenges for Family Offices: Vendor selection, 
Implementation, and Cybersecurity considerations

Han Wee Tan
Partner, Wealth & Asset Management Consulting, Ernst & Young Advisory

Murali Nadarajah
Chief Information Officer of Eton Solutions
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SELECTED CONTENT FROM THE PANEL
Article - Setting up a Family Office – Issues, Challenges & Solutions

The first panel discussion of the day saw a remarkable array of expertise assemble 
to consider some or all the following questions: 

Why do you want a family office, and how do you go about deciding on the location 
and the structure? How do trusts link to or complement the family office? What 
are the key regulatory and tax issues to consider? How do you create and then 
manage the family and corporate ‘governance’ aspects? How do you bring in/hire 
the right talent and what is the right balance between family and external experts? 
Who is creating the family offices of today and tomorrow and what are the different 
nuances, for example between sponsors/founders from Europe, the US, SE Asia, 
North Asia? How do you assemble the right external legal, accounting, fiduciary, 
banking, IT/FinTech and other expertise? How long should it all take to get fully up 
and running from initial inception?

Setting up a family office - What 
are the actual challenges and 
consequences of having a 
family office? 

View video of panel discussion

  
PANEL SPEAKERS

 Kevin Hayes
 President
 Eton Solutions

 Tan Woon Hum
 Partner, Head of Trust, 

Asset & Wealth Management 
Practice

 Shook Lin & Bok

 Roxanne Davies
 Partner 
 Proprietary Capital Holdings

 Dr. Silvio Struebi
 Partner
 Simon-Kucher Global Strategy 

Consultancy

 John Shoemaker
 Registered Foreign Lawyer
 Butler Snow

 Carolyn Leng
 Managing Director
 Bordier & Cie
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SELECTED CONTENT FROM THE PANEL
Article - How do you Run a Family Office Efficiently and Successfully?

When you establish and then operate a family office, what are the key elements to 
consider and then get right? What is the right structure, staffing and what do you 
handle in-house and what do you outsource? How do you select your vendors and 
partners? These were some of the key questions addressed by experts at the second 
panel discussion of the remarkably successful one-day Hubbis Family Office Forum in 
Singapore on February 9. 

How to Structure and Operate a 
Family Office Efficiently and 
Successfully? 

View video of panel discussion

PANEL SPEAKERS

 Bryan Henning
 SVP, Head of International
 Eton Solutions

 Andrew Hull
 Chief Executive
 Todd Family Office

 Bryan Goh
 Chief Executive Officer, Chief 

Investment Officer
 Tsao Family Office

 Spencer Hsu
 Associate Partner, Private Tax 

Services
 Ernst & Young Advisory

 Vikna Rajah
 Head Tax & Trust, Co-Head 

Private Wealth
 Rajah & Tann

 Lucia Luchetti
 Head of Trusts, Equiom 

Singapore
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EVENT PRESENTATION - FUTURE-FOCUSED FAMILY OFFICES – 
CHALLENGES FOR SPONSORS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE 
WEALTH INDUSTRY
View video of presentation

Dr Silvio Struebi
Partner, Simon-Kucher Global Strategy Consultancy
Article - Future-Focused Family Offices – Challenges for Sponsors and 
Opportunities for the Wealth Industry

Dr Silvio Struebi is Partner and Managing Director as well as Head of Banking for APAC
Fat global consultancy Simon-Kucher & Partners, which has over 2000 experts 
worldwide and more than 200 specialists in Singapore, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Beijing, 
Tokyo, and Sydney covering Financial Services, Wealth Management, Technology 
Media and Telecoms, Consumer Goods, and Healthcare & Life Sciences. Silvio gave 
the first presentation of the day, and his mission was to highlight the firm’s in-depth 
market study aimed at understanding the challenges and key needs of new Single 
Family Office sponsors setting up in Singapore. He said that the wealth management 
and professional services ecosystem needs to come together to help these founders 
navigate through to the best solutions, structures and operations. This is best for the 
sponsors and their future generations. And this offers immense opportunity for the 
financial and professional service providers at large.

EVENT PRESENTATION - TRANSFORMING A FAMILY OFFICE TO 
REIMAGINE THE VALUE IT DELIVERS: LESSONS LEARNED BY A 
FAMILY OFFICE FOUNDER
View video of presentation

Robert Mallernee
Co-founder and CEO, Eton Solutions
Article - Invaluable Family Office Formation and Operation Lessons Learned by 
a Family Office Founder

Robert Mallernee is the co-founder and CEO of Eton Solutions, which on February 
9 presented itself as the exclusive sponsor for the inaugural Hubbis Family Office 
Forum, and at the same time announced the creation of the firm’s international 
HQ in Singapore, covering all non-Americas markets from London to New Zealand. 
He offered delegates a lively and insightful presentation that covered his evolution 
from an accountant to the co-founder of Eton Solutions, a US based family office 
advisory and solutions provider that counts some USD425 billion of assets under 
administration from amongst the roughly 400 families the firm counts as clients today. 
And he offered delegates some invaluable insights into the many lessons he had 
learned along the way. 
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EVENT PRESENTATION - ISSUES & CHALLENGES AROUND FAMILY 
OFFICE CRS REPORTING – PRIVATE WEALTH LEGAL EXPERT ZAC LUCAS 
OPINES 
View video of presentation

Zac Lucas
Partner, Spencer West
Article - Issues & Challenges around Family Office CRS Reporting – Private Wealth 
Legal Expert Zac Lucas Opines

Leading Singapore-based international private wealth lawyer Zac Lucas, Partner at 
Spencer West, offered delegates some invaluable insights into important issues for 
sponsors and advisors to consider relating to the family office structure, and to regulatory 
issues around CRS reporting, highlighting where things can go wrong, and also how to 
get this right. His premise was that CRS can be a bit of a nightmare, Lucas told delegates, 
but said he would try to make his talk as user-friendly as possible. He explained the 
mission was to look at challenges around reporting at the family office, helping to make 
sure common reporting errors are avoided, and that sponsors and executives involved 
carefully sidestep anti-avoidance issues under CRS, and also that they ensure the family 
office is audit ready and fully compliant. Focusing specifically on Singapore, but with an 
eye more broadly on family offices in many jurisdictions, Lucas divided his presentation 
into several key elements. He began with his overview of the fund management and fund 
company structure, then reviewing the common reporting errors at the family office 
level, at the family office trust level, before moving on to CRS Anti-Avoidance Rules, the 
Inland Revenue of Singapore (IRAS) Family Office Audit Requirements, and he closed with 
references to the OECD changes to CRS rules and supervision.

EVENT PRESENTATION - REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS AND 
OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGAPORE-BASED FAMILY 
OFFICES

Spencer Hsu
Associate Partner, Private Tax Services, EY 

Spencer Hsu, Associate Partner, Private Tax Services at EY in Singapore gave 
delegates some insights into key regulatory developments around creating and then 
operating family offices in Singapore. Armed with an excellent slide presentation, 
he drilled down into some of the detail and implications of the April 2022 Monetary 
Authority of Singapore changes announced regarding qualifying criteria for the 
Section 13 incentive schemes for single family offices. He told delegates those 
changes were targeted at raising the level of professionalism and quality of family 
offices in Singapore, and reported that as a result, there had been a change in 
approach to how the Section 13 incentives are being administered and took a deep 
look at these changes. 

EVENT PRESENTATION - COST EFFECTIVE REPORTING, OPERATIONS 
AND GOVERNANCE FOR START UP FAMILY OFFICES
View video of presentation

Satyen Patel
Executive Chairman, Eton Solutions

Bryan Henning
SVP, Head of International, Eton Solutions
Article - Eton Solutions Launches its ‘Revolutionary’ Administrative Family Office

Eton Solutions offered delegates some valuable navigational points for achieving 
cost-effective reporting and operations, and for proper governance. The two 
speakers were Satyen Patel, Executive Chairman of Eton Solutions, and Bryan 
Henning, Senior VP and Singapore-based Head of International at the firm. This 
is a brief summary and introduction to what was an immensely detailed talk and 
slide show. The talk was designed not just to highlight the key challenges for family 
office founders and principals, but also to explain the missions for Eton Solutions 
and the firm’s new international HQ in Singapore. At the same time, the Forum 
and the presentation were timed to simultaneously launch their brand new global 
Administrative Family Office solution, which Eton Solutions has created to help open 
access to institutional levels of family office capability to all sizes of operators. 

PRESENTATIONS
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WORKSHOP - SETTING UP A FAMILY OFFICE AND CREATING 
GOVERNANCE THROUGH DIGITALISATION
View video of workshop

Robert Mallernee
Co-founder and CEO, Eton Solutions

Stuart Guidry
Director - Platform Consultant, Eton Solutions

Robert Mallernee, Co-founder and CEO of Eton Solutions offered delegates some 
very valuable insights around establishing a Family Office, lessons learned from 
many years of experience in setting up and operating family offices, both big and 
small, and vital advice on how to deal with key pain points. He explained how 
digitisation is the key to shift mindshare on higher-value tasks to achieve strategic 
goals while optimizing operational costs and efforts.

He also drilled down into the importance of robust governance, a crucial aspect of a 
family office, noting how this is often difficult to maintain and enforce due to lack of 
systems. working with families and advisors to very effectively use digitalisation to 
implement family governance. And by reference to a ‘live’ family office client in Asia, 
Robert concluded that family structures are all unique, but that data needs to be 
carefully mapped to enable optimal reporting and governance.

WORKSHOP - THE FINE ART & SCIENCE OF DELIVERING 
INSTITUTIONAL-GRADE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS AND PRACTICES 
FOR FAMILY OFFICES OF ALL SIZES
View video of workshop

Nimish Soni
Chief Operating Officer, Eton Solutions 
Article - The Fine Art & Science of Delivering Institutional-grade Technology 
Solutions and Practices for Family Offices of all Sizes

Nimish Soni, Chief Operating Officer of Eton Solutions told delegates how in each 
family office they know – and the firm has more than 400 family office clients 
globally - there was always resistance amongst team members to new technologies, 
solutions and practices, as those changes require almost ‘unlearning’ what they had 
become familiar with. 

Accordingly, Nimish told guest how he had realised early on in his roughly five 
year tenure to date at Eton that to help these clients adapt to these “beautiful 
technologies”, Eton needed to build a services team that could assist the client, 
almost like a co-pilot. And that is what he drilled down into for the delegates, in 
other words how Eton not only brings the right technologies but also the right 
support and services that help clients through that challenging data management, 
reporting and operational efficiency technological and process journey.

As part of the talk and slide show, he articulated the value of a tiered service offering 
including incorporation of bank feeds and non-financial assets to provide holistic 
wealth views, smart, real-time investment reporting and for the handling of complex 
transactions like capital calls for Private Equity. He also highlighted some of other 
vital reporting capabilities, and the need for access to a seamless mobile application. 
In short, he demonstrated how Eton offers the right platform to bring the best 
institutional-level solutions to any size of family office. 

And the Eton Solutions team certainly know their business. Eton Solutions has 
developed an ERP platform that was built by a family office for global family offices. 
They now serve about 400 families, and over 1100 users, with 300 plus employees, 
of whom around some 75 are in the United States, and about 225 around the world.
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WORKSHOP - THE FAMILY OFFICE OR THE INVESTMENT OFFICE 
TRUST? LEADING PRIVATE CLIENT LAWYER ZAC LUC ELUCIDATES
View video of workshop

Zac Lucas
Partner, Spencer West
Article - The Family Office or the Investment Office Trust? Leading Private 
Client Lawyer Zac Luc Elucidates

In a detailed and highly informative Workshop at the event, leading Singapore-based 
international private wealth lawyer Zac Lucas, Partner at Spencer West, offered 
delegates some invaluable insights into important issues for sponsors and advisors 
to consider relating to the choice of the Family Office or the Investment Office Trust. 

He looked at the key Family Office Market Segments and the key differences and 
nuances between typical North Asia sponsors and Southeast Asia founders. He 
analysed the key features of the Investment Office Trust and highlighted where 
drafting errors can most likely occur and did the same for the Family Office Trust.

He concluded with his recommendations that whether the choice is the Investment 
Office or the Family Office Trust, both must be carefully structured to ensure 
survivability of the structure, to make sure there are no key pitfalls ahead in terms of 
drafting errors at the early stages, and there must be good governance to cover the 
families, the control, the operations and also succession.

WORKSHOP - MANAGING TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES FOR 
FAMILY OFFICES: VENDOR SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION, AND 
CYBERSECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
View video of workshop

Han Wee Tan
Partner, Wealth & Asset Management Consulting, Ernst & Young Advisory

Murali Nadarajah
Chief Information Officer of Eton Solutions

The event rounded off with a fascinating presentation from two experts on the 
issues and challenges around managing technology for Family Offices, including 
vendor selection, implementation, and cybersecurity considerations. The two 
speakers were Han Wee Tan, Partner, Wealth & Asset Management Consulting at 
Ernst & Young Advisory, alongside Murali Nadarajah, Chief Information Officer of 
Eton Solutions.

They drilled down into vendor selection considerations, and discussed 
integrated solutions versus multiple applications, and the short-term and 
long-term considerations. They looked at how to plan properly ahead for a 
successful implementation. And the looked up at Cloud-hosted solutions and the 
accompanying cybersecurity considerations and other potential issues.

In his portion of the talk, Han Wee zoomed in on some vital issues relating to 
data & analytics, around scale & efficiency, as well as important matter of control 
& compliance. Murali followed up those insights with his explication of key 
cybersecurity challenges, including data privacy, data loss prevention, and more 
general data security. In his section of the Workshop, Murali did an excellent job of 
not only informing delegates on key cybersecurity and data privacy issues but did so 
with both genuine enthusiasm for the subject and also communication flair.
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